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Simon Forster, creative director, Robot 
Food
It feels like there is a really positive 
atmosphere at the moment, everyone seems 

to be doing well and supporting each other. Outside of 
the creative industry the area is booming, there’s a lot 
of development going on and money coming in. 

Steve Bellingham, MD, Rare Creative 
Group
It is defi nitely a lot more positive. We 
have noticed both an increase in new 

business enquiries and a greater commitment to 
new marketing projects within our established client 
base. Many of our clients are reporting an upturn in 
business confi dence too, which is good news. The 
recent increase in construction activity is helping to 
fuel this positivity.

What are the main trends in the region?
Catherine Shuttleworth, CEO, Savvy
We’ve moved from a model of lots of 
people doing lots of different things to 
businesses being much more focussed on 

what their proposition is. The one-stop-shop agency 
model has very much disappeared from Yorkshire, 
specifi cally Leeds, and it’s a natural evolution of the 
agency market as a whole. 

John Morgan, CEO, Brass
It’s getting a lot more competitive. It used to 
be you’d have the old adage you need to 
go the extra mile to win, but now you have 

to do the extra marathon. Another trend is there a 
number of big retailers with headquarters in the region 
meaning there is a lot more money being spent on 
shopper marketing. It’s one of these new buzz words 
and a lot of clients are talking about having shopper 
departments in the last 12 months.

What areas will see most growth 
in the next year? 

Rob Shaw, CEO, Epiphany
Interestingly the Leeds digital scene is 
made up of far more independent agencies 
than other digital hubs like Manchester or 

London. We’re already seeing more boutique agencies 
and independent start-ups growing successfully in the 
city, supported by the universities in some cases but 
also in the fact that many creatives in many northern 
cities are getting together and developing creative 
hubs like Duke Studios in Leeds.

Antony Prince, MD, Extreme Creations
Mobile, cloud technology and further 
developments in personalisation of ads will 
continue to grow. 

Paul Bean, MD, Sun Branding Solutions
Digital is an obvious one to tip for growth. The 
smartphone has been game-changer in how 
we live our lives, not least with online shopping, 

mobile marketing, QR codes, augmented reality, and 
such. The ripple effects have been, and will continue to 
be, enormous and transcend any regional concerns.

Has technology made it easier to work with 
national and international clients? 

Helen Darlington, head of creative 
strategy, Ink Digital
Skype, Google Hangouts and desktop sharing 
have blown the barriers apart regarding what 

can be achieved from a great distance. The ability to 
Skype a client who is in Houston to get sign-off on the 
next stage which is to be completed by the time they 
reach Moscow is a godsend. Technology is key to the 
smooth running of any project.

Paul Bean, MD, Sun Branding Solutions
Undoubtedly. We’re part of Sun Chemical and 
know what it takes to work internationally. 
Technology has played a signifi cant part 

in enabling our growth and perhaps because we’re 
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based in Yorkshire, we know the real value of a robust 
technological infrastructure that enables you to work 
regardless of national or regional boundaries.

Is there still a place for hands-on relationship 
management and face-to-face client meetings? 

Jason Madeley, founder, Hatch
One hundred per cent yes; this is essential for 
ensuring a long term partnership with clients.  
Personality is key and that’s simply something 

you can’t convey via email, conference calls or hangouts.  
A business relationship is similar to a personal one. Your 
marriage would break down pretty quickly if you only 
emailed each other or Skyped once a month!

Martin O’Toole, commercial director, 
Coolpink
Are you kidding? Now, more than ever, I 
cannot stress the importance of face-to-face 

relationship management. Sure, technology helps bridge 
the communication barrier, but anyone who thinks that 
Basecamp is the future of relationship management 
is utterly naïve. There will always be a need for human 
contact in client relationships. That said, you’re asking 
the guy who still shouts: “Make the phone your friend!” 
to his team on a daily basis.

Is it important to have a London presence?
Alex Craven, CEO, Bloom
Yes, if people asked where you’re based and 
you say Leeds they seem to visibly glaze over, 
turn their back on you and walk away. They 

don’t mind you having a Leeds offi ce, but you need to 
have a London one as well. They want to be able to 
click their fi ngers and have you at their offi ce. With the 
pace at which business moves these days, if something 
happens, they want you there. They can’t wait three 
hours for you to travel across the country.

Jon Stubley, managing partner, Elmwood
We have quite a large presence there now 
and depending on whether you’re talking to a 
client that’s based in London or not, there is a 

certain gravitas towards that. 

Are strong links with local universities and colleges 
important for keeping talent in the region? 

Jonathan Filewood, MD, Enjoy Digital
Not wanting to do the universities an injustice, 
but sometimes they are quite removed from 
the industry and graduates come out of uni 

not having enough industry experience and knowledge. 
We’re looking to work with the universities and hopefully 
that will help us in the future to get some candidates 
straight from the universities that show willing and have 
some good skills. There is defi nitely young talent about 
and because we’re 20-strong we need people to come 

out with a bit more experience – we can’t afford to be 
a training centre. There is a difference between doing 
something at uni or college and then in the industry. 

Claire Wood, MD, Delete
Our creative director in Leeds is very vocal and 
has discussed setting up a portal for students 
just before they graduate to upload their 

portfolios to try and drum up a bit of support in the area. 
We all face the same challenges in terms of recruitment 
and we have some brilliant courses on our doorstep.

Is there a sense of community amongst 
agencies in the region? 

Nick Ramshaw, managing director, 
Thompson Brand Partners
Yes and no. On various levels people at 
the agencies seem to know one another, 

whether that’s people who graduated in the last fi ve 
years and came through college together or people 
who’ve just come across each other over time. There 
aren’t any natural networks, so there isn’t a scene where 
people hang out together. Overall, there is a reasonable 
community but you can go for years without meeting 
someone from another agency. 

Helen Darlington, head of creative 
strategy, Ink Digital
In our experience we have found other local 
agencies to be very supportive of each other. 

There is a really strong community and collaborative 
nature running through the creative sector up here. 
Naturally, there’s also healthy competition here in 
Yorkshire (which is great) but it is always nice to see 
when another Yorkshire agency wins a big client or 
produces work that gets national attention. If we can 
all keep the bar high it means that we’re all contributing 
to a new level of interest from across the country to 
consider Yorkshire agencies. 

Steve Bellingham, MD, Rare
Probably not, really. There is certainly no 
longer any organised focal point in Sheffi eld, 
for example, where there was a few years 

back. Perhaps this is a direct result of the recession with 
a number of businesses going to the wall and the need 
for others to try to achieve more with fewer resources 
and, as a result, become more inward looking.We are all 
increasingly time scarce so getting to networking events 
becomes ever more diffi cult.

Sum up Yorkshire in a few sentences. 
Rob Shaw, CEO, Epiphany
The UK’s (not so) secret digital and creative 
economy. We are a region that prides itself 
on delivering on our promises, and that’s very 

important in a sector where results are everything.
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